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Abstract

\textbf{Objectives:} Electronic cigarettes (ECs) have recently become popular around the world, and their safety is being widely discussed in the scientific literature. Previous studies have examined the chemicals in e-liquids and vapour, and demonstrated that the aerosol from ECs can contain toxic chemicals that are harmful to health. However, little is known about the potential adverse health effects of passive exposure to EC vapour. The aim of this paper is to summarise and review all studies that have examined potential adverse health effects of passive exposure from inhaling EC vapour. Specifically, our research objectives were to describe 1) the absolute impact of passive exposure to EC vapour when compared with background, and 2) the relative impact of passive exposure from inhaling vapour when compared with passive exposure to inhaling conventional cigarette smoke.

\textbf{Methods:} A systematic review was conducted to identify articles published from 1996 to 10 September 2015 from Embase, Ovid MEDLINE and PreMEDLINE. Papers eligible for inclusion had to be written in English, study health effects from passive exposure to EC vapour in animals or humans, test or analyse the EC vapour directly or in the ambient air (with an inference made about passive or second-hand vapour exposure). The review was conducted using the PRISMA guidelines for reporting on systematic reviews. We identified 312 studies, and 16 were relevant for inclusion in our review.

\textbf{Results:} A variety of study designs were used to investigate potential health risks from passive exposure to EC vapour. These included direct exposure studies involving humans and animals, and indirect exposure studies using volunteer EC users or smoking machines. The majority of studies determined that passive exposure to EC vapour may pose a health risk to bystanders. All papers encountered a number of limitations.

\textbf{Conclusion:} Our review found that the absolute impact from passive exposure to EC vapour has the potential to lead to adverse health effects. The risk from being passively exposed to EC vapour is likely to be less than the risk from passive exposure to conventional cigarette smoke.
Introduction

Electronic cigarettes (ECs), also called e-cigarettes, e-cigs or electronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS) are battery-powered devices that vapourise a liquid (also called e-liquid) into an aerosol. ECs come in a variety of designs and can be disposable or reusable. They typically consist of a battery, an airflow sensor to activate flow of power to the device, an aerosol generator and a solution (or e-liquid) storage area. Unlike conventional cigarette (CC) users who inhale smoke produced by burning tobacco, the EC user inhales an aerosol, which typically contains nicotine, propylene glycol and other chemicals. Inhaling the aerosolised e-liquid is referred to as vaping.

In recent years, EC use has become more popular around the world. A survey in the US in 2014 investigating EC and tobacco use showed it was the most common product used by middle- and high-school students. The survey also showed that, among middle- and high-school students, EC use tripled from 2013 to 2014 (from 3.9% to 13.4% of students). In New South Wales (NSW), a survey showed that the prevalence of current EC users in 2014 was 1.3%, with 8.4% of people having tried an EC. The authors estimated that about 78 000 people were current EC users in NSW; this is relatively low compared with some other countries, including the US and the UK. It is unclear whether similar increases as observed in the US are to be expected in Australia.

Over the past few years, the public health literature has discussed use of ECs as a smoking reduction and cessation device, the possibility for ECs to undermine long-term efforts to denormalise smoking, and the safety and potential adverse health effects of ECs for users and bystanders. Recent reviews have found little or no evidence to support the use of ECs as a smoking reduction and cessation device, and public health experts warn of the potential for ECs to normalise smoking as their use becomes more frequent.

The most important safety concerns relating to ECs include exposure to nicotine, particulate matter (PM) and other chemical substances, and the safety of the device itself. Several studies have previously examined chemicals in e-liquids and vapour, and demonstrated that the aerosol from ECs can contain toxic chemicals that are harmful to health; the vapour is not merely ‘water vapour’ as has been claimed in the past. In one study, levels of chemicals in EC vapour were found to be 9–450 times lower than levels in CC smoke. Passive exposure to CC smoke, also called second-hand smoke or environmental tobacco smoke, has been extensively researched, and is well known to be hazardous to health. Passive exposure to EC vapour is not well studied because ECs are relatively new. Unlike CCs, ECs produce no secondary or side-stream emissions; therefore, passive exposure consists only of what the EC user exhales. Nevertheless, passive exposure to ECs remains a concern because of its potential adverse health effects for people who are involuntarily exposed.

This systematic review aims to describe and summarise all studies to date that have examined potential adverse health effects of passive exposure from inhaling EC vapour. Specifically, our research objectives were to separate results describing the absolute impact of passive exposure from inhaling EC vapour when compared with background (ambient air) and the relative impact of passive exposure from inhaling EC vapour when compared with passive exposure from inhaling CC smoke. Adverse health effects for EC users from directly inhaling the vapour were not considered in this review; however, passive exposure to vapour also affects EC users.

Methods

The review was conducted using the PRISMA guidelines for reporting on systematic reviews, where applicable. We searched Embase, Ovid MEDLINE and PreMEDLINE from 1996 to 10 September 2015 inclusive, using the following search terms: ‘electronic cigarette/s’ or ‘e-cigarette/s’ or ‘e cigarette/s’ or ‘electronic nicotine delivery’ or ‘vaping, vape or vaper/s’, combined with the search terms ‘passive’ or ‘secondhand’ or ‘second hand’ or ‘exposure’ or ‘exposed’ or ‘vulnerable’ or ‘nonuser/s’ or ‘non-user/s’.

After limiting the search to English, we identified 462 studies. Duplicates accounted for 150 studies. We screened a total of 312 titles for relevance to ECs and health effects, excluding titles describing regulation, perceptions, advertisements and uptake studies (n = 137). The remaining 175 abstracts were reviewed.

To be considered for inclusion, the study had to:
- Look at health effects from passive exposure to EC vapour (animal or human), or
- Test or analyse the EC vapour directly, or test or analyse ambient air with EC vapour and make an inference with regard to passive (second-hand) vapour exposure.

Studies were also included if it was not possible to make a decision from the abstract on inclusion/exclusion criteria.

Studies were excluded if they looked at:
- Only health effects from direct exposure to the user
- In utero exposure from an EC vaping mother
- Third-hand exposure to EC vapour (i.e. from contaminated surfaces)
- Ingestion or dermal exposure to EC liquid.

Studies were also excluded if they did not include original data.

Agreement of the first two authors was necessary to exclude a paper.

This process yielded 24 abstracts for full-text review. Eight papers were excluded after the full text was read thoroughly. Reference lists of the full-text articles were
examined to identify additional publications, but none were found. Figure 1 shows the paper selection process.

**Figure 1** Paper selection process for systematic review, adapted from Moher et al. 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identification</th>
<th>Screening</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Included</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Records identified through database searching (n = 462)</td>
<td>Records screened (n = 312)</td>
<td>Full-text articles assessed for eligibility (n = 24)</td>
<td>Studies included in qualitative synthesis (n = 16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplicates removed (n = 150)</td>
<td>Records excluded (n = 288)</td>
<td>Full-text articles excluded, with reasons (n = 8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Papers were reviewed and information was recorded on study design, participants, main results and conclusions, declared conflicts of interest, and study limitations.

**Results**

We found 16 relevant studies (including one conference abstract) that investigated potential adverse health effects from passive exposure to ECs (Table 1). For each study, we specified whether ECs were compared with background levels, CCs or both. The studies were grouped into four study designs:
- Direct passive exposure studies with human volunteers (n = 4)
- Direct passive exposure studies in animal models (n = 1)
- Indirect exposure studies with human volunteers (+ smoking machine) using ECs (n = 7)
- Indirect exposure studies with no human volunteers (n = 4).

**Direct passive exposure studies with human volunteers**

Four studies aimed to directly assess passive exposure in human volunteers. All four had a small number of volunteers. They compared volunteers passively exposed to EC vapour with non-exposed volunteers, and also separately compared volunteers passively exposed to EC vapour with volunteers passively exposed to CC smoke.

Ballbè et al. conducted an observational study including 54 nonsmoking volunteers from different homes (EC users, living with CC smokers, or nonsmoking home). The living-room air was sampled for nicotine for 7 days, and saliva and urine samples were collected from the volunteers after this week of exposure. The results showed significantly higher levels of airborne nicotine in homes with EC users than in nonsmoking control homes. In homes with CC smokers, airborne nicotine was significantly higher than in homes with EC users. Salivary and urinary cotinine levels were significantly lower in volunteers from nonsmoking control homes than in volunteers exposed to either EC vapour or CC smoke, with both the latter having elevated levels of cotinine. This showed that nonsmokers passively exposed to EC vapour absorb a similar amount of nicotine as nonsmokers passively exposed to CC smoke, despite the differing airborne nicotine concentrations.

In another experiment, Flouris et al. exposed 15 nonsmokers for 1 hour to second-hand CC smoke or EC vapour generated by a smoking machine. Serum cotinine and lung function measures were taken for each participant. No difference was found in lung function for the nonsmokers passively exposed to EC vapour compared with no exposure, but participants’ serum cotinine levels were raised, similar to volunteers passively exposed to CC smoke. The authors also published an earlier paper using the same experimental design but measuring complete blood count indices in volunteers. This study found that short-term passive EC exposure did not seem to lead to the inflammatory response that is seen in volunteers passively exposed to CC smoke – blood count measures were unchanged with EC exposure. The low-grade inflammatory response from exposure to CC is thought to be a step in the pathway to cardiovascular disease. These two studies demonstrate that participants exposed to EC vapour show the elevated serum cotinine levels that are seen in participants passively exposed to CC smoke; however, the short-term exposures to EC vapour did not elicit a reduction in lung function or an increase in inflammatory markers.

Tzatzarakis et al. studied a different set of inflammatory markers from EC exposure, including interleukins, vascular endothelial growth factor, tumour necrosis factor alpha, monocyte chemotactic protein-1 and epidermal growth factor. Little information was available on the authors’ study design because this publication was a conference abstract. The study
### Table 1  Studies identified through systematic review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study type</th>
<th>Author and publication year</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Conflict of interest</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Direct passive exposure studies with human volunteers | Ballbè et al. (2014)        | Observational exposure study                | Nicotine: CC homes > EC homes > background  
Cotinine: raised with passive EC exposure; same as CC                                       | No                   | Small sample size  
Questionnaire: potential bias                                                                  |
|                                                      | Flouris et al. (2013)       | Experimental repeated measure exposure study | Cotinine: raised with passive EC exposure; same as CC  
Lung function: decreased only after passive CC exposure                                         | No                   | Small sample size  
Smoking machine  
Short exposure                                              |
|                                                      | Flouris et al. (2012)       | Experimental randomised crossover exposure study | Full blood count measures: increased only after passive CC exposure                           | No                   | Small sample size  
Smoking machine  
Short exposure                                              |
|                                                      | Tzatzarakis et al. (2013)   | Experimental repeated measure exposure study | Inflammatory markers: increased only after passive CC exposure                               | *                    | Limited information: abstract only  
Small sample size  
Short exposure                                              |
| Direct passive exposure studies in animal models     | McGrath-Morrow et al. (2015) | Animal exposure study                        | Mice exposed to EC: weighed less  
Mice exposed to EC with nicotine: elevated cotinine, impaired lung growth                  | No                   | Applicability to humans: unclear  
Smoking machine                                              |
| Indirect exposure studies with human volunteers (± smoking machine) using ECs | Czogala et al. (2013)       | Indirect exposure study (using smoking machine) | Nicotine: elevated after EC use, but higher after CC use  
PM$_{2.5}$: elevated after EC use, but higher after CC use                                   | Funding by EC manufacturer | Indirect study only  
Limited chemicals measured  
Input air not filtered, air exchange rates not realistic |
|                                                      | Long (2014)                 | Indirect exposure study                      | Phenolics, carbonyls: only increased after CC use                                           | Employee of tobacco company | Indirect study only  
Limited chemicals measured  
No actual concentrations                                       |
|                                                      | O’Connell et al. (2015)     | Indirect exposure study                      | Propylene glycol, VOCs, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde: increased after EC use                  | Employees of tobacco company | Indirect study only                               |
|                                                      | Ruprecht et al. (2014)      | Indirect exposure study                      | PM$_{2.5}$, UFPs: highest after CC use  
EC without nicotine higher than EC with nicotine                                              | *                    | Indirect study only  
Only difference in concentrations                          |
|                                                      | Saffari et al. (2014)       | Indirect exposure study                      | B, K, La, Zn, Ni, Ag: increased after EC use                                               | *                    | Indirect study only  
Comparison with outdoor air                                |
|                                                      | Schober et al. (2013)       | Indirect exposure study                      | PM: increased after EC use, highest after e-liquids without nicotine  
1,2-propanediol, glycerine, nicotine, PAHs, aluminium: increased after EC use               | No                   | Indirect study only                                    |
|                                                      | Schripp et al. (2013)       | Indirect exposure study                      | 1,2-propanediol: detected after EC use, higher after CC use  
UFP and PM$_{2.5}$ in EC aerosol                                                            | No                   | Indirect study only                                    |
involved 10 nonsmokers passively exposed to EC vapour for 1 hour, followed by measurement of inflammatory markers. As found by Flouris et al., this short-term passive exposure to EC vapour did not significantly affect inflammatory markers in the exposed subjects.

Direct passive exposure studies in animal models

Only one animal study was identified that specifically looked at passive exposure from ECs. McGrath-Morrow et al. studied the effect of passive EC exposure on newborn mice in the first 10 days of life. Animals were exposed to either room air (controls) or EC vapour with or without nicotine once or twice a day for 20 minutes. After 10 days, measurements showed that mice exposed to EC vapour (with or without nicotine) weighed significantly less than mice exposed to room air only. Mice exposed to vapour containing nicotine also showed impaired lung growth, and elevated plasma and urine cotinine levels.

Indirect passive exposure studies with human volunteers (± smoking machine) using ECs

Seven studies were identified that indirectly studied passive exposure by measuring chemical and toxicological compounds in the vapour produced by human volunteers using ECs. Three of the seven studies reported a conflict of interest (Table 1). Czogala et al. measured ambient levels of nicotine, fine particulate matter (PM<sub>2.5</sub>), carbon monoxide (CO) and selected volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in a ventilated exposure chamber whose contents were generated by a smoking machine or exhaled by volunteers who had either smoked CCs or used ECs. ECs were compared with background and with CCs. The results showed significantly elevated levels of nicotine and PM<sub>2.5</sub> in the ambient air compared with background; however, levels were much lower than when generated from CCs. Interestingly, PM<sub>2.5</sub> levels were higher after EC use by volunteers than when generated by the smoking machine (no difference was found for nicotine). The authors did not find significantly elevated levels of CO or VOCs from the use of ECs.

Long examined directly exhaled EC aerosols from volunteers captured on a glass fibre filter pad. Water and glycerine were the major components, with no significant amounts of carbonyl or phenolic compounds. Only small amounts of nicotine were detected (0.05% of the overall composition of the exhaled aerosol), which the authors stated were of no concern for bystanders.

O’Connell et al. measured a wide range of chemical elements and compounds in the ambient air of a room with three active EC users and two nonsmokers. The authors found that only some chemicals had detectable levels, and all were within indoor air quality guidelines. The authors concluded that there was no apparent risk to bystanders.

A study by Ruprecht et al. specifically investigated PM emissions from ECs compared with CCs and background levels. The authors documented a very small increase for PM<sub>2.5</sub> and ultrafine particles (UFP) for...
an EC containing nicotine compared with background levels. However, when an EC was used without nicotine solution, the levels of PM$_{2.5}$ and UFP were significantly higher than background. Overall, the authors found lower PM levels from ECs than from CCs. Nevertheless, they concluded that nicotine-free solutions may still pose a risk for bystanders.

A comprehensive study by Saffari et al. examined ambient air for a wide selection of particulate metals and organic compounds. When compared with background levels (outdoor air), this study found EC use did not increase levels of total PM, black carbon or polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). When compared with CCs, the authors describe a decrease in total PM and PAHs in vapour generated by ECs. Nevertheless, the findings include the detection of a range of chemical elements after EC use – some potentially originating from the actual device rather than the e-liquid. Nickel, chromium and silver were found to be increased after EC use compared with CC use. The authors concluded that ECs were an improvement over CCs from a public health perspective; however, some ECs could contain toxic metals that may lead to second-hand exposure from EC consumption.

Schober et al. also conducted a comprehensive analysis of ambient air in a cafe-like setting with three volunteer EC users present simultaneously. Compared with background levels, EC use was found to significantly increase PM$_{2.5}$, 1,2-propanediol, glycerine and nicotine. Potentially carcinogenic PAHs increased by 20% and aluminium by 2.4-fold. No comparisons were made with CC use. The paper concluded that ECs are not emission-free and impair indoor air quality, and that this is potentially a health concern.

Another study, by Schripp et al., examined PM$_{2.5}$, UFP and formaldehyde emissions from ECs compared with background and CCs. The authors confirmed that ECs are a new source of VOCs, PM$_{2.5}$ and UFP, and could be of concern for people passively exposed.

Indirect passive exposure study with no human volunteers

Four studies were identified that used either smoking machines or mathematical modelling to simulate EC use and research exposure from ECs. Two reported a conflict of interest (Table 1).

Colard et al. developed an air quality model to predict bystander exposure to chemical constituents from EC vapour exhaled by EC users within an indoor environment. The model was tested with inputs from the study by Czogala et al., and found to predict findings accurately. The model was then used to predict nicotine exposure for a bystander in a small, shared office space, where one office worker is an EC user. The model predicts that a bystander would inhale 4–8 micrograms of nicotine per day, which the authors stated does not cause health concerns.

A study by Geiss et al. analysed EC vapour produced by a smoking machine using different nicotine concentrations and compared ECs with background; no comparison was made with CCs. Analysis from a glass fibre filter pad and gas sampling bag, and the air in the study chamber determined levels of propylene glycol, glycerol, nicotine, carbonyls and aerosol particulates in the vapour generated by ECs. The authors stated that carbonyl contribution from vaping is likely to be negligible. However, people may still be passively exposed to components of EC vapour, depending on the setting and number of ECs in use.

McAuley et al. conducted a comprehensive study using a smoking machine to test PM, nicotine, tobacco-specific nitrosamines (TSNAs), PAHs, glycols, VOCs and carbonyls emitted from ECs compared with CCs. EC vapour was found to contain either lower levels of the chemicals tested than smoke from CCs, or levels below the detection limit. A toxicological assessment was then undertaken using the levels of chemicals detected in vapour emitted by ECs. It concluded that there is no significant risk of harm to human health from exposure to the levels of tested chemicals.

Another experimental study using a smoking machine, by Pellegrino et al., examined PM and the chemical composition of EC vapour, comparing ECs with background and CCs. EC use showed an increase in PM compared with background, with levels slightly exceeding World Health Organization air quality guidelines for short-term exposure. However, the authors stated that these guidelines are based on daily mean concentrations. ECs were found to emit significantly lower amounts of PM than CCs. Overall, the authors concluded ECs have advantages when used instead of CCs; however, they cause passive exposure to a number of chemicals, which requires further evaluation.

Discussion

We reviewed 16 studies, with varying designs, investigating potential adverse health effects of passive exposure to EC vapours. Studies examining the composition of EC vapour or some of its aspects found that ECs are not emission-free. The majority of studies concluded that passive exposure to EC vapour may pose a health risk to bystanders. Two studies did not comment on the passive exposure risk, and four concluded that their investigation showed no risk to bystanders.

It is noted that those studies undertaken by tobacco employees or funded by the National Vapers Club concluded no apparent risk from ECs to bystanders. Those who did not declare a conflict of interest were more likely to draw conclusions that were more precautionary and/or suggested a potential risk from passive exposure to ECs, highlighting potential biases in the current literature.
When examining the absolute impact from passive exposure to EC vapour – that is, comparing EC vapour with background levels – EC vapour contains elevated levels of nicotine, PM, PM, formaldehyde and acetaldehyde, PAHs and metals. These studies demonstrate that EC vapours can contain harmful chemicals and have an impact on indoor air quality.

When examining the relative impact from passive exposure to EC vapour – that is, comparing EC vapour with CC second-hand smoke – EC vapour contains much lower levels of most compounds measured. The exceptions are nickel and silver, which were higher in EC emissions than in CC smoke. This confirms that CCs pose a greater risk to the bystander than passive exposure to ECs.

Adverse health effects from exposure to nicotine and PM have been widely discussed in the literature. Epidemiological evidence from environmental studies has demonstrated adverse health effects from short-term and long-term exposures to PM, especially the smaller fraction of PM2.5, even at very low concentrations. Adverse health effects from exposure to PM2.5 include an increase in cardiovascular and respiratory diseases, as well as an increase in mortality from all causes.

Exposure to some heavy metals, and exposure to VOCs can cause irritation in acute settings and has been shown to cause nasopharyngeal cancers in humans with chronic exposure. Exposure to some heavy metals can cause organ toxicity, and exposure to VOCs can cause irritation or cause cancer in long-term exposure settings. However, the levels of these chemicals are much lower in EC vapour than in CC smoke, and it is unclear whether these levels have adverse effects on passive bystanders. Nevertheless, little is known about what the effects may be with chronic passive exposure, and caution is warranted.

All the studies examined have limitations. The studies that involved animal and human direct passive exposure only investigated short-term effects of exposure to EC vapour. Further, they had very small sample sizes. It is unclear how the animal study relates to humans; however, the findings of increased cotinine levels in neonatal mice were replicated in two human passive exposure studies.

All studies used only a maximum of three different brands of ECs, a limited number of e-liquids, and a limited number of measurement scenarios or repeat measurements. It is uncertain whether conclusions about EC safety for bystanders can be made on this basis when a wide variety of ECs and e-liquids are available on the market. It has also been shown that EC emissions can vary with differences in the battery power of the EC device and in the way people vape. It is questionable whether smoking machines are able to replicate human vaping behaviour, and it is uncertain whether results from studies relying on this method are trustworthy. Further, there are no validated standard methods of testing EC vapour, and the reported concentrations of constituents may vary with the measurement techniques and sampling design used in studies.

Most studies measured emissions from one EC user (or smoking machine) only, with the exposure lasting from minutes to 1 hour. This type of scenario may be helpful for situations where people are exposed to the occasional EC user; however, such studies would not be useful to determine the risk to bystanders in other situations where many people are vaping simultaneously in enclosed spaces, such as in nightclubs, bars or cafes. In addition, risk patterns may change with cumulative exposure.

None of the studies looked at potential long-term impacts from exposure to EC vapour. Further, it is important to consider the impact that EC vapour may have on vulnerable population groups, such as children, pregnant women and people with chronic respiratory or cardiovascular conditions.

There is an urgent need to conduct further research to fill the knowledge gaps regarding passive exposure to EC vapour.

Conclusion

Although more research is required, current evidence regarding passive exposure to EC vapours shows the potential for health impacts. Those passively exposed to the vapours of EC users are exposed to numerous pollutants at levels above background and at concentrations that are associated with potential adverse health effects. The risk from being passively exposed to EC vapour is likely to be less than the risk from passive exposure to CC smoke.
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